NAVINTCOM INSTRUCTION 5430.4B CHANGE TRANSMITTAL

Subj: Intelligence Communications Planning and Management Responsibilities; assignment of

1. Purpose. To refine the information contained in the basic instruction concerning the assignment of Intelligence Communications planning and management responsibilities within the Naval Intelligence Command.

2. Discussion. As stated in subparagraph 5.g, the Assistant to the Commander, Naval Intelligence Command for Processing Systems (NIC-OOQ) is responsible for, inter alia, providing to controlling commands the personnel and dollar resources for the operation and maintenance of existing and newly implemented Naval Intelligence telecommunications systems, facilities and terminals, and Defense Special Security System facilities. In February 1980, the Chief of Naval Operation designated the Commander, Naval Intelligence Command as the manpower claimant for the P. E. 31056N Special Intelligence Communications activities. This change transmittal reflects the additional responsibility assigned to NIC-OOQ as manpower claimant for P. E. 31056N (Intelligence Communications - Navy).

3. Action. Make the following pen correction to the basic instruction:

   a. Add the following sentence to paragraph 5.g: "In performing this function, act as manpower claimant for P. E. 31056N personnel resources."
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CORRECTION SHEET

NAVINTCOMINST 5450.8A of 30 SEP 1981

Subj: Naval Intelligence Command Organization

The title for NIC-02 in enclosure (3) (page 43) to the instruction should be changed to read:

ASSISTANT COMMANDER, NAVAL INTELLIGENCE COMMAND FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT/COMPTROLLER
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